FREE PROJECT SHEET  RAIN WALK QUILT  SIZE 50" x 64"
RAIN WALK QUILT FEATURING RAIN WALK BY ANNA GRAHAM

MATERIALS

¼ yard each: Tumble [Navy & Gold], Reflect [Blue], Sprinkle [Gray], Drift [Pink], Swish [Gold], Cirrus Solids Coral & Grass

Fat quarter each: Drift [Blue], Swish [Orange], Sprinkle [Green], Drizzle [Blue & Pink], Reflect [Pink], Cirrus Solids Sky, Lagoon, Lava

3 yards Cirrus Solids Ash

½ yard Cirrus Solids Shadow for Binding

3¼ yards Sprinkle [Gray] for Backing

Note: All possible care has been taken to assure the accuracy of this pattern. We are not responsible for printing errors or the manner in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

from Ash:
8- 5½" x WOF
• sub-cut into:
  8- 16¼" strips
  2- 16¾" strips
  1- 14¾" strip
  1- 21¾" strip
  1- 29½" strip
6- 4¼" x WOF strips

from Cirrus Solids Coral:
2- 21¾" x 5½"

from Sprinkle [Gray]:
1- 21¾" x 5½"
1- 17¾" x 5½"

from each:
Tumble [Navy & Gold], Reflect [Blue], Drift [Pink]
1- 21¼" x 5½"

Drift [Blue], Sky
1- 16¼" x 5½"

from Grass:
1- 16¼" x 5½"
1- 16¾" x 5½"

from each:
Reflect [Pink], Drizzle [Pink]
1- 15¾" x 5½"

from each:
Tumble [Navy], Drizzle [Blue], Sprinkle [Green], Ash (1- 16¼" strip)
1- 16¼" x 5½"

from Cirrus Solids Ash:
1- 16¼" x 5½"
1- 16¾" x 5½"

ASSEMBLY DIRECTIONS

BLOCK ASSEMBLY

1. Group the following strips together in the order below (or refer to QUILT DIAGRAM):
   A: Grass, Sprinkle [Gray], Lava, Ash (1- 16¼" strip), Reflect [Blue], Ash (1- 21¼" strip)
   B: Drizzle [Pink], Tumble [Gold], Ash (1- 16¼" strip), Coral, Ash (1- 16¼" strip), Drift [Blue], Ash (1- 14¾" strip)
   C: Lagoon, Drift [Pink], Ash (1- 16¼" strip), Drizzle [Blue], Sprinkle [Green], Ash (1- 16¼" strip), Swish [Green] (1- 16¼" strip), Ash (1- 16¾" strip)
   D: Reflect [Pink], Coral, Ash (1- 16¼" strip), Swirl [Orange], Ash (1- 29½" strip)
   E: Swish [Green], Sky, Tumble [Navy], Ash (1- 16¼" strip), Sprinkle [Gray], Ash (1- 16¼" strip), Grass (1- 16¼" strip), Ash (1- 16¾" strip)

2. Starting with Row A, place Grass and Sprinkle [Gray] short strip ends perpendicular to each other and right sides together (RST). Mark a diagonal line from corner to corner where strips intersect. [fig 1]

3. Sew along the marked line. Trim leaving ¼" seam allowance. [fig 2] Press seams open. Repeat for remaining fabrics in Row A. Follow Steps 2 & 3 for Rows C and E.
ASSEMBLY DIRECTIONS

4. For Rows B and D, switch the angle of the sewn seams. \( \text{[fig 3]} \)

5. To make Strips 1 and 6, sew the remaining 5½” x WOF” Ash strips together to equal vertical length strips. (approx. 64½”) Make 2.

6. To make Strips 2 through 5, sew the 4¼” x WOF” Ash strips together to equal vertical length strips. (approx. 64½”) Make 4.

QUILT ASSEMBLY:

7. Following the QUILT DIAGRAM for placement, sew vertical rows together starting with Strip 1 to Row A, Row A to Strip 2. Continue to add rows following QUILT DIAGRAM for remainder.

8. Square up quilt edges on all four sides.


DIAGRAMS

\( \text{fig 1} \)

\( \text{fig 2} \)

\( \text{fig 3} \)